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Session modes
- Add (by Administrator, Country coordinator and Reviewer)
- Edit (by Administrator, Country coordinator, Reviewer and facility Coordinator)
- Delete (by only Administrator)
- Submit for Review (by Administrator, Country coordinator, Reviewer and Facility Coordinator)
- Approve/Publish (by Administrator and Reviewer)
- Reject (by Administrator and Reviewer)
- Request changes (by Administrator and Reviewer)

Facility Administration

Introduction
The Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facilities Database (NFCFDB) application allows the Country Coordinators to manage the facilities data which belong to the country they are associated with. The Facility Coordinator can manage the facilities data which they are associated with. The Country Coordinator and Facility Coordinator can now navigate to the Facility Administration page from the Administration Menu which will be available to them.
The Facility Administration page display a list of Facility they have access for.

The List shows the following

- **Facility Name** → Display Name for the Facility that was added to the NFCFDB application.
- **Country** → The country to which the Facility belongs too.
- **Publish** → Will be Facility be published as part of the NFCFDB “Yes” or “No”. If yes then the Facility data will be available publicly as part of the NFCFDB application. If “No” then the Facility is not available to the publicly as part of the NFCFDB application though will be available to the NFCFDB administrators and the respective Country Coordinators and Facility Coordinators.
- **Data Status** → This represents the state of Facility data available in the NFCFDB applications. Below are the various Facility data status
  a. **Draft** → This indicates that the facility data is being updated. There can be multiple edits that can be made when the Facility data is in draft state
  b. **Review** → This indicates that the Facility is under review and cannot be edited
  c. **Published** → This indicates that Facility data has been reviewed and published. Any changes made to the Facility data will be saved as a Draft version.
- **Action** → These are the possible actions that can be taken for the Facility data
  a. **Delete** → This allows the Facility data to be deleted permanently, this action can only be triggered by the NFCFDB Administrator
  b. **Edit** → This opens the Facility data edit form. This action can also be triggered by clicking on the Facility Name hyperlink as well.

1. **Create New Facility** (Administrator, Country coordinator and Reviewer role)

If the user has the roles of administrator, Country Coordinator, and reviewer, On the Facility Management page, click the **CREATE NEW FACILITY** action button (BLUE BOX Fig 1).
Clicking on this opens a new window with three tabs that can be used to display facility-related information in Fig 2 - Fig 4.

a. Create new facility

Following the selection of CREATE NEW FACILITY, the three tabs and notes to consider when filling out the details for the new facility are presented below.

b. Facility Data
c. References

The Facility data needs to be added to in the Create Facility form and then can be saved as draft for further editing. Once the Facility is created, the Facility Coordinators can be assigned to the Facility Managers as well. Thus, allowing the Facility data to be provided by the Country Coordinator of the respective Facility Coordinator. Note that there are certain mandatory Facility data that needs to be provided before the Facility data can be saved. Find below the screenshot showing all the mandatory Facility data fields to be provided.
If the data item that you want to select as part of the dropdown is not available, then you can use the icon present next to dropdown to add the missing data item and subsequently select the same. This is applicable to certain fields which will have the capability to add missing data items.

2. **Edit Facilities** (Administrator, country coordinator, reviewer and facility coordinator role)

As a NFCFDB Country Coordinator, you can edit Facility data by clicking the edit action button on the Facility Management list or Facility Name hyperlink. The edit facility form is like the create facility form with some field which cannot be edited at all. The following action button are available when editing the Facility data.
3. Delete Facilities (Administrator role only)
This action is only available to the NFCFDB Facility Administrator.

**Basic steps for Deleting a Facility**

a. Go to Admin page
b. Select the facility to be deleted
c. If the user is an administrator, the facility would be searched then in the (Red box), DELETE FACILITY permanently delete the facility irrespective of the Facility Data Status.

d. Secondly, On the right corner of the facility named ACTION has two icons which one (RED) can be used to delete a facility.

4. Submit for Review (Administrator, country coordinator, reviewer and facility coordinator role)
This changes the Facility Data Status remains as REVIEW. The Facility data cannot be edited once sent for review unless the Facility data is sent back to editing by the NFCFDB Reviewer or the NFCFDB Administrator.

**Basic Steps for Reviewing**

a. Go to Admin Page
b. Select the facility to be reviewed
c. Read/review the data in all subpages
d. Select SEND TO REVIEW

5. Approve and Reject (Administrator and Reviewer role)
The administrator and reviewer are responsible for approving and rejecting a submitted facility for review.

**Basic steps for approving and rejecting**

a. Go to Admin Page
b. Select the facility sent to Review
c. Clicking on this opens a new window with three tabs that allow you to reject and publish the facility.
Functions

1. **SAVE DRAFT DATA** → This saves the changes to the Facility data made as part of the Edit action. The Facility Data Status remains as DRAFT and the Facility data can be further edited multiple times.

2. **SEND TO REVIEW** → This changes the Facility Data Status remains as REVIEW. The Facility data cannot be edit once sent for review unless the Facility data is sent back to editing by the NFCFDB Reviewer or the NFCFDB Administrator.

3. **RESET DRAFT** → This will reset the Facility Data to the field values to the current published Facility data field values. All the draft version changes that were done will be lost, however the Facility data can then be further edited.

4. **DELETE FACILITY** → This will permanently delete the facility irrespective of the Facility Data Status, this action is only available to the NFCFDB Facility Administrator.

Facility Review Process and Workflow